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Conclusion: Here

Improving the Management of Respiratory Conditions in the Upper Valleys 
Cluster through the Delivery of Educational Sessions

High strength ICS items as a percentage of all ICS prescribing have

begun to fall, however further analysis of prescribing data will be

undertaken in the next financial year to determine whether the

objectives have been achieved and are maintained.

Reductions in high strength ICS prescribing can not solely be

attributed to this intervention as other work is being undertaken

across ABMU HB with the aim of improving prescribing practice for

respiratory conditions.

In 2017-18 high strength inhaled corticosteroid (ICS) items as a

percentage of all ICS prescribing was set as a National Prescribing

Indicator. In asthma, it is recommended that patients are maintained

on the lowest dose ICS to effectively control their symptoms and to

avoid any unnecessary adverse effects.1,2 ICS therapy is also

recommend for a small minority of patients with chronic obstructive

pulmonary disease (COPD), those with high symptom burden, at high

risk of exacerbations.3

Prescribing rates of high strength ICS as a percentage of all ICS

prescribing were greater in the Upper Valleys Cluster (UVC) compared

to the average Abertawe Bro Morgannwg University Health Board

(ABMU HB) and Welsh National figures. This notion is supported by

the findings of the 2015-17 National COPD audit.

The aim of this project is to facilitate appropriate prescribing of ICS

therapy in the management of asthma and COPD in the UVC, through

delivering educational sessions to healthcare professionals (HCPs) who

regularly manage patients with these conditions.

1. Deliver educational sessions to 100% of HCPs in the UVC that have

a specialist interest in managing patients with asthma and COPD

by December 2018.

2. To reduce high strength ICS items as a percentage of all ICS

prescribing by April 2020.

Interactive educational sessions were delivered to HCPs across the

UVC involved in the management of patients with asthma and COPD.

Sessions included discussions of local and national guidance for the

management of asthma and COPD, provision of advice regarding de-

escalation of therapy (including examples as to when this would be

considered appropriate), discussions of complex cases, prescribing

data and peer review.

Impactful Communication

Application of The Colours Model assisted me in communicating with

several individuals with different communication preferences. When

introducing the sessions each of the four communication styles, Red,

Yellow, Green and then Blue, were referred to (indirectly) to engage

and maintain the interest of the audience. The introduction covered

the desired results, opportunities for individual and team involvement

and details as to how the work would be undertaken.

Flexible Leadership

Following group educational sessions, meetings were held with

individuals within the UVC that regularly manage patients with

asthma and COPD. The Skill-Will Matrix was applied during these

meetings to identify the individual’s stage, along with any support

needed to assist them in contributing to the project aim. Additional

one-to-one training was organised for those identified as having low

skill and high will. Joint respiratory clinics were run by the trainer and

trainee. The format of these clinics were dependant on the trainee’s

preferred representational system. For example, those with

kinaesthetic learning styles were asked to review the patients and

received feedback following each consultation; as opposed to those

with an auditory learning style who preferred to listen to the trainer

reviewing patients and discuss each case.

• 5 Educational sessions were held between June and September 

2018. 

• Sessions were attended by 24 HCPs, with 100% attendance from 

those with a specialist interest in managing patients with asthma 

and COPD. 

• Two individuals were identified as needing additional one-to-one 

training following the group training sessions. 

Figure 1 – Following the training sessions high strength ICS items as a percentage of all 

ICS prescribing has decreased to a greater extend than the rest of ABMU HB. 

Figure 2 - 86% (n=18) of attendees found the training session extremely useful and the 

remaining 14% (n=3) found it very useful.

• 95% (n=20) of attendees were extremely likely to recommend

the training session to other HCPs, the remaining 5% (n=1) were

very likely to recommend the session.

• Roll out educational sessions to other Clusters in ABMU HB.

• Arrange 6 monthly respiratory educational sessions, providing

opportunities for peer review for HCPs with a specialist interest

in asthma and COPD in the UVC.

• Develop similar educational sessions for HCPs in the UVC on

other clinical areas.

Kirsty Morris, Primary Care Pharmacist                       
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